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Abstract 

In human, Tyrosinase enzyme (TyH) is involved in the key steps of protective pigments 

biosynthesis (in skin, eyes and hair). The use of molecules targeting its binuclear copper 

active site represents a relevant strategy to regulate TyH activities. In this work, we targeted 

2-Hydroxypyridine-N-oxide analogs (HOPNO, an established chelating group for the 

tyrosinase dicopper active site) with the aim to combine effects induced by combination with 

a reference inhibitor (kojic acid) or natural substrate (tyrosine). The HOPNO-MeOH (3) and 

the racemic amino acid HOPNO-AA compounds (11) were tested on purified tyrosinases 

from different sources (fungal, bacterial and human) for comparison purposes. Both 
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compounds have more potent inhibitory activities than the parent HOPNO moiety and display 

strictly competitive inhibition constant, in particular with human tyrosinase. Furthermore, 11 

appears to be the most active on the B16-F1 mammal melanoma cells. The investigations 

were completed by stereospecificity analysis. Racemic mixture of the fully protected amino 

acid 10 was separated by chiral HPLC into the corresponding enantiomers. Assignment of the 

absolute configuration of the deprotected compounds was completed, based on X-ray 

crystallography. The inhibition activities on melanin production were tested on lysates and 

whole human melanoma MNT-1 cells. Results showed significant enhancement of the 

inhibitory effects for the (S) enantiomer compared to the (R) enantiomer. Computational 

studies led to an explanation of this difference of activity based for both enantiomers on the 

respective position of the amino acid group versus the HOPNO plane.  
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1. Introduction 

With an active site composed by a coupled binuclear copper core, Tyrosinase enzymes (Ty, 

EC 1.14.18.1) are widely distributed throughout microorganisms, plants and mammals. They 

belong to the type-3 family of the copper-containing enzymes [1,2]. The structural knowledge 

on tyrosinases are mostly based on X-ray diffraction data obtained from fungi [3,4], bacterial 

[5,6], insect [7] and plant [8,9] sources. All these structures revealed a classical type-3 center 

with copper-copper distances in the range 2.9-3.9 Å in the Cu
II
(OH)Cu

II
 (met) form with each 

copper ion coordinated by three histidine residues (Fig. 1A). The mechanism of action of Tys 

involves an initial transformation of its natural substrate, (L-tyrosine to L-3,4-

dihydroxyphenylalanine (L-DOPA) and a subsequent oxidation of L-DOPA into L-DOPA 

quinone (Fig. 1D) for mammals tyrosinases). During the corresponding hydroxylation of 

phenol to catechol, the copper center is proposed to go through several states: the oxy form 
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(µ-ŋ
2
: ŋ

2
-peroxido) dicopper(II) state (Fig. 1B) and the reduced (deoxy) dicopper(I) form 

(Fig.1C). The resulting L-DOPA quinone progresses in a series of further reactions that leads 

to the formation of poly-aromatic colored and amorphous pigments responsible for the 

browning of fruits and vegetables. In mammals, tyrosinases and its associate production of 

melanin are responsible for the pigmentation of skin tissues, hair and iris of the eyes, 

providing color and protective pigments [10]. Melanin in the skin is produced by 

melanosomes, organelles located in the melanocytes founded in the basal layer of the 

epidermis [11]. 

  

 
  

 

Figure 1. Structures of the active site of Streptomyces castaneoglobisporus Tyrosinase showing: 

(A) the dicopper(II) met form (PDB ID: 2ZMY); (B) the dicopper(II) oxy form (PDB ID: 

1WX4) and C) the dicopper(I) deoxy form (PDB ID: 2AHL) that are involved in the catalysis. 

(D): Phenolase and catecholase activities of tyrosinase involved in the determining step of 

melanin pigments biosynthesis.  

Associated tyrosinase enzymes (tyrosinase-related proteins -Trp1 and -Trp2) also take part in 

mammalian melanin biosynthesis [12]. The recently solved X-ray structure of Trp1 [13] 

D) 

A) C) 
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exhibited presence of a dinuclear zinc (in place of the expected di-copper) center and  

represents a breakthrough in the field of mammalian melanogenesis process despites 

unclarified functions associated to Trp1 [14]. In a normal setting, melanin plays a 

photoprotection role from exposure to UV radiation and consequentially skin cancer 

prevention (i.e. tanning after sun exposure) [15,16]. Additionally, melanin has antioxidant 

properties and is capable of neutralizing reactive oxygen species (ROS), such as hydroxyl 

radicals, superoxide or hydrogen peroxide [17,18]. Ty dysregulation is also involved in 

several skin diseases such as albinism, vitiligo (hypopigmentation) and melasma, linea nigra, 

smoker melanosis and melanoma (hyperpigmentation) [19]. Depigmenting agents are 

commonly prescribed in dermatology to treat disorders of hyperpigmentation but also widely 

used in cosmetic and nonprescription forms for skin lightening, [20–28] despite utilization of 

cytotoxic compounds as dihydroquinone. The product of dihydroquinone oxidation, 

benzoquinone, is a known mutagen and can damage DNA [29]. As a result of this and other 

side effects such as ochronosis [30,31] the use of dihydroquinone in cosmetics has been 

banned in the European Union (24th Dir. 2000/6/EC) and formulations are available only by 

prescription of physicians and dermatologists. Alternatives to dihydroquinone include arbutin 

(a natural -glycoside of hydroquinone) and kojic acid (KA, 5-hydroxy-2-hydroxymethyl-4H-

pyran-4-one (1), Scheme 1a) a well-studied inhibitor of tyrosinase used as benchmark. 

Unfortunately, neither substance offers a safe and effective alternative. Kojic acid is likely a 

carcinogen [32] while arbutin shares a toxicity profile with dihydroquinone [33]. In this 

context there is an urgent need for new strategies for the rational conception of Ty-inhibitors. 

In addition to efficiency of inhibition, other parameters related to solubility, skin and cellular 

penetration parameters should be considered.  

Until now, efforts to develop inhibitors against Tys have largely been performed using non-

human Tys (and particularly with the commercially available mushroom Ty) due to the 
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difficulties in expression and purification of TyHs, which is anchored to the membranes of 

melanosomes [34–37] and also to the lack of 3D structure of mammalian Tys. Alternatively 

homology modeling [12,38] or the recent AlphaFold AI approach [39] can be used instead of 

crystallographic data. Tys from different sources possess a similar dicopper active center 

[40,41] but the second coordination sphere of the metal ions in the active site (atoms within 

∼6 Å from the Cu ions) from multiple Tys displays low topological identity, suggesting 

differences in the binding pocket [42] in accordance with the resolved crystal structures 

mentioned above. Given this low identity, it is hard to correlate the observed inhibitory 

activities among the different Tys, which is a potential obstacle in translating inhibitor 

development into clinic trials. 

 

Aiming to discover efficient Ty inhibitors, our strategy was to target directly the Ty binuclear 

copper center to generate competitive inhibitors where it binds dioxygen and provides two 

electrons to produce the oxygen active species (oxy form, Fig.1B) that will then react with the 

bound phenolic substrate. Blocking both dioxygen and substrate binding appears to be an 

efficient and rational strategy to maximize Ty inhibition. In this direction, we leveraged on 

the ability of HOPNO (2-hydroxypyridine-N-oxide or its corresponding tautomeric form as N-

hydroxy-2-pyridone) motif (2), Scheme 1c) to coordinate the dicopper center as catechol does 

because of its structural analogies and non-oxidable structure that blocks the enzyme activity 

[43–45]. Since HOPNO exhibits Ty inhibition in the range of the micromolar concentrations 

on the human, bacterial and mushroom forms (see Table 1 and ref. [44]), it represents a good 

starting point for a pharmaco-modulation approach. We considered that the chemical 

modification of substrate/known inhibitor by introducing a HOPNO moiety able to bind the 

dicopper center is an important feature for the reinforcement of interactions with the active 

site [46] associated to supplementary benefits from additional skeletons to strengthen 
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inhibition properties and also selectivity for a given Ty source. This allowed us to recently 

identify that the attachment of HOPNO (Scheme 1c) to known inhibitors (aurones) resulted in 

an improvement of the inhibition activity on Agaricus bisporus Tyrosinase (TyAb) [47] and 

later on TyHs [48]. Consequently, this prompted others groups to develop some HOPNO-

based inhibitors [49,50]. To confirm the interest of our approach we describe herein the 

embedding of 2-hydroxypyridine-N-oxide group in kojic acid as (HOPNO-MeOH, (3), 

Scheme 1d) and in the tyrosine (HOPNO-AA, (11), Scheme 1d). This methodology represents 

a potential path for a rational design of new inhibitors displaying an improved selectivity [46]. 

 

Scheme 1: a) Kojic acid; b) Tyrosine amino acid c) tautomeric forms of HOPNO; d) compounds 

synthetized in this work 

 

2. Experimental 

2.1. Material and methods. The solvents used for chemical reactions, electrochemistry and 

spectroscopic characterization were purified using the standard purification methods. 

Microanalysis was performed on an Elemental Thermo Finnigan EA 1112. Electrospray mass 

spectra were recorded on an Esquire 3000 plus Bruker Daltonics with nanospray inlet. A 

Unity Plus 400 MHz spectrometer was used for collection of NMR spectra. Microwave 

irradiation experiments were conducted in a CEM Discover S-Class apparatus (single mode 
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technology). Chiral HPLC analyses were achieved on a Lachrom-Elite unit with a Jasco CD-

1595 detector. Optical rotations were measured on a 241 MC Perkin-Elmer polarimeter with a 

sodium lamp (589 nm), a mercury lamp (546, 436 and 365 nm) and a double-jacketed 10 cm 

cell at 25°C. 

 

2.2. Synthesis  

6-Methoxy-3-pyridinemethanol (5). 6-Methoxy-3-pyridinecarboxaldehyde (4) (500 mg, 

1.03 mmol) was dissolved in MeOH (10 mL) and NaBH4 (136 mg, 3.6 mmol) was added at 

0°C. After completion, water (30 mL) was added to the solution and the product was 

extracted with CH2Cl2 (3x50 mL) to yield the product (5) as a colorless oil in 92% (465 mg, 

3.3 mmol). 
1
H-NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3/d6-DMSO) δ ppm: 8.11 (ds, 1H, J = 2.0 Hz), 7.62 (dd, 

1H, J1 = 2.4 Hz, J2 = 8.5 Hz), 6.74 (d, 1H, J = 8.5 Hz), 4.61 (s, 2H), 3.94 (s, 3H); 
13

C-NMR 

(100 MHz, CDCl3/d6-DMSO) δ ppm: 156.7, 137.6, 132.2, 126.5, 107.2, 59.9, 56.7. 

6-Methoxy-3-pyridinemethanol-N-oxide (6). (465 mg, 3.3 mmol) of (5) was dissolved in 

CH2Cl2 (10 mL), mCPBA (1140 mg, 6.6 mmol) was added and the temperature was increased 

to reflux. When no more starting material was visible by TLC, the temperature was lowered 

to rt and the solvent was removed. The crude product was purified by column 

chromatography eluted with CH2Cl2:MeOH (9:1 to 8:2) to give the product (6) as a white 

solid in 75% yield (384 mg, 2.5 mmol). 
1
H-NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3/ d6-DMSO) δ ppm: 8.17 

(s, 1H), 7.61 (dd, 1H, J = 1.6 Hz, 8.7 Hz), 7.43 (s, 1H), 7.24 (d, 1H, J = 8.7 Hz), 4.58 (s, 2H), 

3.97 (s, 3H). 
13

C-NMR (100 MHz, CDCl3/ d6-DMSO) δ ppm: 156.7, 137.6, 132.2, 126.5, 

107.2, 59.9, 58.7. 

6-Pyridinone-3-methanol-N-hydroxy (3) (50 mg, 0.32 mmol) of (6) was dissolved in HCl 

(2M aq, 2 mL) and the solution was refluxed for 16 h. After lowering the temperature to 

ambient, the solvent was removed under reduced pressure to give HOPNO-MeOH (3) as a 
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yellow solid in 93 % yield (42 mg, 0.29 mmol). 
1
H-NMR (400 MHz, d6-DMSO): δ ppm 7.68 

(s, 1H), 6.87 (d, 1H, J = 4.5 Hz), 6.14 (d, 1H, J = 8.6 Hz), 4.19 (s, 2H). 
13

C-NMR (100 MHz, 

CD3OD) δ ppm: 163.2, 138.0, 133.8, 122.0, 117.0, 62.1. MS (ESI) m/z 140 (M-H)
-
.  

rac-Methyl 2-(tert-butoxycarbonylamino)-3-(6-methoxy-3-pyridine-3-yl) acrylate (8). 

Boc-protected phosphono glycine trimethyl ester (430 mg, 1.45 mmol) was dissolved in 

CH2Cl2 (6 mL). DBU (0.22 mL, 1.45 mmol) was added at 0°C followed by 4 (180 mg, 1.32 

mmol). The reaction was stirred at rt for 16 h. Water (20 mL) was added to the mixture 

followed by HCl (1 M, 40 mL). The product was extracted with EtOAc (4x50 mL) and after 

drying with MgSO4 the solvent was removed under reduced pressure. The crude product was 

purified by column chromatography to yield 8 as a white solid in 81% (365 mg, 1.18 mmol). 

1
H-NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3)  ppm: 8.29 (d, 1H, J = 2.3 Hz), 7.84 (broad, 1H), 7.26 (s, 1H), 

6.72 (d, 1H, J = 8.8 Hz), 6.25 (broad, 1H), 3.96 (s, 3H), 3.85 (s, 3H), 1.42 (s, 9H); 
13

C-NMR 

(100 MHz, CDCl3)  ppm: 165.8, 164.1, 152.7, 149.2, 139.0, 127.3, 123.8, 110.9, 81.2, 53.8, 

52.6, 28.1 

rac-N-Boc-(6-Methoxypyridine-5-yl) alanine methyl ester (9). 8 (320 mg, 1.03 mmol) was 

dissolved in MeOH (5 mL). NiCl2
.
6H2O (245 mg, 1.03 mmol) was added followed by 

addition of NaBH4 (340 mg, 9 mmol). When no more starting material remained brine (50 

mL) was added to the solution and the product was extracted with Et2O (4  50 mL) to yield 

the product 9 as a white solid in 78% (250 mg, 0.8 mmol). 
1
H-NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3)  

ppm: 7.88 (s, 1H), 7.32 (d, 1H, J = 8.5 Hz), 6.65 (d, 1H, J = 8.5 Hz), 5.05 (broad, 1H), 4.52 

(broad, 1H), 3.88 (s, 3H), 3.7 (s, 3H), 3.07 (dd, 1H, J = 5.3 Hz, 14.1 Hz), 2.96 (dd, 1H, J = 5.8 

Hz, 14.1 Hz), 1.38 (s, 9H); 
13

C-NMR (100 MHz, CDCl3)  ppm: 171.9, 1633, 155.0, 147.0, 

139.5, 124.2, 110.7, 80.0, 54.2, 53.3, 52.2, 34.7, 28.2  

rac-N-Boc-(6-Methoxy-pyridine-N-oxide-5-yl) alanine methyl ester (10). 9 (100 mg, 0.32 

mmol) was dissolved in CH2Cl2 (10 mL). mCPBA (220 mg, 1.27 mmol) was added and the 
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temperature was increased to reflux. After 24 h the temperature was lowered to rt and the 

solvent was removed. The crude product was purified by column chromatography 

(CH2Cl2:MeOH from 100:7 to 100:10) to give the product as a yellow oil in 72% yield (77 

mg, 0.23 mmol). 
1
H-NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3)  ppm: 8.13 (s, 1H), 7.17 (d, 1H, J = 8.5 Hz), 

6.86 (d, 1H, J = 8.6 Hz), 5.16 (broad, 1H), 4.55 (broad, 1H), 4.07 (s, 3H), 3.76 (s, 3H), 3.09 

(dd, 1H, J = 5.2 Hz, 14.2 Hz), 2.94 (dd, 1H, J = 6.5 Hz, 14.2 Hz), 1.42 (s, 9H); 
13

C-NMR 

(100 MHz, CDCl3/DMSO)  ppm 171.3, 157.5, 155.0, 140.3, 130.7, 126.9, 107.9, 80.5, 57.4, 

53.8, 52.8, 50.8, 34.7, 28.2. MS (ESI) m/z 327 (M+H)
+
. Anal. Calculated for 

C15H22N2O60.45CH3OH: C 54.46, H 7.04, N 8.22, Found: C 54.18, H 7.21, N 8.52.  

Racemic modified amino acid (11). The protected amino acid 10 (300 mg, 0.919 mmol) was 

solubilized in 9 ml of HCl (4M in water). The solution was heated at 130°C during one hour 

under microwave irradiations. Then, water was evaporated under reduce pressure and co-

evaporated three times with toluene. 10 ml of EtOH were added to the crude product and 

heated to reflux (heterogeneous solution). After cooling, filtration and washing with Et2O the 

desired deprotected product was obtained sufficiently pure as a white solid (186 mg, 0.793 

mmol, 86% yield) as the hydrochloride salt form. 
1
H NMR (400 MHz, MeOD ppm: 7.87 

(d, 1H),7.48 (d, 1H, J = 8.5 Hz), 6.69 (d, 1H, J = 9.0 Hz), 4.27 (t, 1H, J = 6.5 Hz), 3.08 (dq, 

2H, J = 15.1 Hz, J = 5.7 Hz); 
13

C NMR (100 MHz, D2O ppm: 171.6, 160.2, 141.8, 136.8, 

120.0, 115.3, 53.9, 32.0. MS (ESI) m/z 199 (M+H)
+
, 197 (M-H)

-
, 233 (M + Cl)

-
; Anal. 

Calculated for C8H10N2O4HCl: C 40.94, H 4.73, N 11.94, Found: C 41.10, H 4.77, N 11.93. 

 

2.3. Enantiomers separation. 

Enantiomers separation of compound 10 was performed by preparative HPLC on chiral 

stationary phase: amylose tris(3,5-dimethyl-phenylcarbamate) immobilized on silica allowed 

an excellent baseline separation. Chiralpak IA (250 x 10 mm) was used to separate 1.5 g of 
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racemate, with heptane/ethanol/chloroform 30/50/20 as mobile phase: first fraction, ((+)-10): 

725 mg, 48 % yield, ee > 99.5%; second fraction, ((-)-10): 713 mg of the second eluted 

fraction, 47 % yield, with ee > 99.5% (Details are in ESI). 

Enantiomers for product 11 were synthesized according to the general procedure described for 

11 using first fraction ((+)-10) or the second fraction ((-)-10) recovered from chiral separation 

of 10. 

(+)-11 was obtained as a white solid; 
1
H NMR and ESI-MS are in ESI. Anal. calculated for 

C8H10N2O4HCl: C 40.94, H 4.73, N 11.94, Found: C 41.23, H 4.95, N 11.78. HPLC analysis 

was done on an analytical Crownpak CR(+) column: mobile phase HClO4 at pH = 1.3. The 

specific optical rotation (see ESI) was measured in MeOH. 

(-)-11 was obtained as a white solid, 
1
H NMR and ESI-MS are in ESI; Anal. calculated for 

C8H10N2O4HCl: C 40.94, H 4.73, N 11.94, Found: C 40.86, H 4.95, N 11.81. HPLC analysis 

was done on an analytical Crownpak CR(+) column: mobile phase HClO4 at pH = 1.3. The 

specific optical rotation (see ESI) was measured in MeOH.  

 

2.4. Enzymes used in this study  

A. bisporus Ty (TyAb, EC 1.14.18.1) used for the bioassay was purchased from Sigma (St. 

Louis, MO, USA) as a mixture of different polyphenol oxidases that was purified with Q-

sepharose FF chromatography according to a described procedure [47]. S. antibioticus Ty 

(TySa) was prepared from liquid cultures of S. antibioticus harboring the pIJ703 expression 

plasmid and purified according to published procedure [51]. Human tyrosinase (TyH) was 

produced and purified as previously described [36,52]. 

2.5. Biological tests with bacterial, mushroom and human tyrosinases 
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Ty diphenolase activity was spectrophotometrically monitored with L-DOPA as the substrate 

at 25°C in phosphate buffer 100 mM, pH 7.2 by following the formation of dopachrome at a 

wavelength of 475 nm (ε = 3400 M
-1

cm
-1

) [53].  

Typical assay on A. bisporus and S. antibioticus Tys: A microplate was charged with inhibitor 

and L-DOPA (0 to 10 mM) in phosphate buffer (50 mM with 2% DMSO). The enzyme was 

added to the mixture to initiate the reaction and the enzyme reaction was monitored by 

measuring the change in absorbance at 475 nm [40] of the DOPAchrome for 3 min at 25°C. 

Typical assay on human tyrosinase: Inhibitors were dissolved in DMSO (final concentration 

of DMSO in the reaction mixture was 2%). The concentrations of L-DOPA employed ranged 

from 0.096 mM to 9.6 mM, and the concentrations of inhibitors tested ranged from 0.01 to 

0.85 mM. The kinetic constants were determined in a 96-well plate assay, by using a 

SpectraMax 190 Absorbance Microplate Reader equipped with SoftMax 4.8 software or by 

using a single 100 mL quartz cell and the Agilent 8453 UV/Visible Spectroscopy System. 

For all, the KM and Vmax values were calculated by fitting the obtained initial velocity (v0) to 

the Michaelis–Menten equation, (Figures S12–S23 in the Supporting Information) using the 

KaleidaGraph software. The type of inhibitory mechanism against Ty during the oxidation of 

L-DOPA was determined by fitting the v0 values obtained at different substrates and inhibitor 

concentrations to the equations describing different modes of inhibition, using the 

KaleidaGraph software. All measurements were done in triplicate, and the reported values are 

the mean and the standard error of at least three independent experiments. 

2.6. B16-F1 melanoma cells melanin production assays. The effect of tyrosinase inhibitors 

on melanin synthesis was evaluated using the murine melanoma cell line B16-F1 which 

produce and secrete melanin, leading to a dark coloration of the cell media that could be 

easily quantified through optical density (OD) measurement at 600 nm. B16-F1 cells (passage 

number 20 to 40, obtained from Sigma Aldrich) were routinely grown in Dulbecco’s 
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Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM) supplemented with 10% fetal calf serum (FCS), 1% L-

glutamine and 1% antibiotics (all from Invitrogen, France) and maintained in a 5% CO2 

incubator at 37 °C. For studying inhibitor effects, B16-F1 cells were seeded at an initial 

density of 50,000 cells per wells in 96 well plates. After 24 h, inhibitors were directly added 

to the wells at the indicated final concentrations, control wells receiving the same volume of 

vehicle (i.e. 0.1% (v/v) of DMSO for HOPNO and 1% (v/v) of ethanol for kojic acid). Initial 

OD600nm of the wells was measured using a BioTeck spectrophotometer. After 72 h of 

incubation in the 5% CO2 incubator at 37 °C, the final OD600nm of the wells was measured and 

the variation of OD600nm was calculated by subtracting final and initial OD600nm of each well. 

2.7. Human MNT-1 melanoma cells melanin production assays.  

Human melanoma cells (MNT-1) [54] were obtained from the National Institute of Health 

(NIH) and were grown in Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium F12 (DMEM-F12) 

supplemented with 10% fetal calf serum and 1% antibiotics, in a 75 cm
2
 ventilated flask 

maintained at 37°C in a 5% CO2 incubator. Cells were routinely passed by using trypsin-

EDTA solution. Inhibition of tyrosinase by HOPNO-AAs and HOPNO compounds on MNT-

1 was evaluated by using cell lysate prepared from MNT-1 cells. Briefly, confluent MNT-1 

cells cultivated in 75 cm
2
 flasks were washed with phosphate buffered saline (PBS) and 

detached by using a trypsin-EDTA solution. The cells suspension was aliquoted into 

cryotubes (approximately 4.10
E6

 cells per tube) and tubes were then centrifuged at 1200 rpm 

for 5 min. Supernatants were eliminated and cell pellets were snap-frozen in liquid nitrogen 

before being stored at -80°C until the tyrosinase assay. The day of the assay, tubes containing 

cell pellets were defrosted and cells were resuspended in 1.5 mL of PBS containing 0.1% 

Triton X-100. Tubes were incubated on ice for 10 min before being centrifuged at 1200 rpm 

for 5 min. Supernatants corresponding to MNT-1 cell extract were collected and used for the 

tyrosinase assay. Cell extracts were first diluted to 10 mL with PBS and then added to a 96-
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well plate (100 µL per well). The test compounds (10 µL, diluted in DMSO) were next added 

to the wells and were serially diluted two times directly into the 96-well plate. Finally, 100 µL 

of a L-DOPA solution (initial concentration of 4 mM) was added into each well and the OD at 

600 nm was immediately recorded (t0 measurement). Plates were then incubated at 37°C, OD 

at 600 nm being continuously recorded until it reached OD ≈ 0.5 (about tf = t0 + 3 hours). 

Variation of OD600nm was calculated (ODtf - ODt0) and used to determine IC50. Inhibition of 

melanin synthesis by whole cells was performed as previously described [48]. MNT-1 cells 

grown on 75 cm
2
 flask were detached using trypsin-EDTA solution and platted onto 6-wells 

plates at the initial density of 100,000 cells per cm
2
. When cells reached confluence (typically 

after two to three days incubation at 37 °C in a 5% CO2 incubator), MNT-1 cells were treated 

with increasing concentrations of test compounds for 96 h at 37 °C in a 5% CO2 incubator. At 

the end of the incubation, cells were washed three times with cold PBS, scratched using 

rubber policemen and then transferred to Eppendorf tubes. After centrifugation (at 1,200 rpm 

for 5 min), cell pellets were finally lysed by adding 0.5 mL of NaOH (2 M) and repeated 

sonication / vortexing until melanin was completely solubilized. Cell-associated melanin 

contents were measured through reading of the absorbance of the samples at 600 nm. Pure 

melanin (purchased from Sigma-Aldrich) diluted in 2 M NaOH was used as standard for 

quantification. To allow normalization of the melanin concentrations, protein contents were 

determined using the Lowry’s procedure, with bovine serum albumin (BSA) used as standard.  

 

2.8.  Computational methods 

Geometry optimizations for the two possible configurations of the modified amino-acid 11 (R 

and S) were done with a deprotonated HOPNO motif and the zwitterionic state of the amino 

acid part. We used the hybrid functional B3LYP, the 6-31g* basis set on all atoms and the 

Gaussian09 package [55]. Vibrational frequency calculations were performed to ensure that 
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each geometry optimization converged to a real minimum. Docking calculations were done 

using the Autodock 4.2 software [56]. The input files for docking calculations were prepared 

with ADT Tools using Gasteiger partial charges for the enzyme. For the enantiomers of 11, 

since we have anionic ligands, the charges were derived with a RESP fit on HF/6-31g* 

calculations. We used a homology model of human Tyrosinase [12] based on crystallographic 

structure of Trp1 (PDB: 5M8L) [13]. This choice is governed by the fact that this enzyme 

shares 70% of similarity with human Tyrosinase and also exhibits good interaction with 

known substrates of human Tyrosinase [13]. The model is taken in its oxy and met forms. For 

the met form, the two Cu ions (in place of Zn
2+

 ions in Trp1) and a hydroxo group (in place of 

the water molecule present in trp1 between the two Zn ions) were grafted to the homology 

model. For the oxy form, we used the geometry of the recent published oxy forms of the 

mushroom A. oryzae Tyrosinase (PDB code: 6JUC), [57]. Overlay of the used model with the 

one obtained with the AlphaFold AI approach [39] (AF-P14679-F1 model_v2) showing a 

high degree of similarity, is given in ESI (Fig. S26). The “AD4_parameters.dat” file in 

Autodock [58]was edited manually to include Cu ion parameters (an arbitrary charge of +2, 

Rii=3.50 Ả, epsii = 0.005 kcal/mol and vol = 12 Ả
3
). A grid of 80 × 80 × 80 points centered 

on the active site and separated by 0.2 Å was used for the docking. A conformational search 

was performed using a genetic algorithm with an initial population of 300 randomly placed 

individuals, a maximum number of 2.5 × 10
5
 energy evaluations, a maximum number of 2.7 × 

10
4
 generations, a mutation rate of 0.02, and a crossover rate of 0.8. One hundred different 

conformers of the ligand were generated and the energy values of conformers were reported 

as a histogram. The best rank position is taken as the docked position.  

3. Results and discussions 

3.1. Synthesis  
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The synthesis of HOPNO-MeOH (3) was achieved in three steps in 64% overall yield, 

according to Scheme 2. The aldehyde function of 6-methoxypyridine-3-carboxaldehyde 4 was 

reduced by means of NaBH4 to yield the alcohol 5. The latter was subjected to N-oxidation 

using meta-chloroperbenzoic acid (mCPBA) in CH2Cl2 which provided the corresponding N-

oxide derivative 6. Finally, intermediate 6 was demethylated in acidic conditions to yield the 

target compound 3 recovered in the pyridinone tautomeric form with 93% yield. 

 
Scheme 2. a) NaBH4, MeOH. b) mCPBA, CH2Cl2, reflux. c) HCl (aq, 2M).    

 

 

Synthesis of the racemic modified amino acid HOPNO-AA (11) 

The Boc-protected 2-methoxypyridine alanine methyl ester 9 (Scheme 3) was prepared by 

slight modifications of a reported procedure [59]. In short, the commercially available Boc-

protected phosphonoglycine trimethyl ester 7 with 6-methoxy-3-pyridinecarboxaldehyde 4 

yielded in presence of DBU the protected amino acid precursor 8. Sodium borohydride 

reduction of the exocyclic double bond, in the presence of nickel(II) chloride, yielded the 

protected racemic amino acid 9. The pyridine group of 9 was oxidized with mCPBA to give 

the N-oxide 10. The methoxyl and Boc protecting groups were removed in a final 

deprotection with hydrochloric acid under microwave irradiations and provided 11 as the 

hydrochloride salt form with a yield of 86%.  
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Scheme 3. Synthesis of the racemic amino acid HOPNO-AA (11): a) 4, DBU, CH2Cl2; b) 

NaBH4, NiCl2H2O, MeOH; c) mCPBA, CH2Cl2, reflux; d) HClaq, (4N), MW, 130°C, 1h 

 

The analytical data of 11 are in accordance with a recently reported synthesis by a different 

way involving five steps from the commercially available compound 4 with an overall yield 

of 11% [60] whereas herein the synthesis of 11 was achieved in four steps and with a 44 % 

yield according to Scheme 3.  

 

3.2 Comparative study between isolated tyrosinases (TyHs, TySa and TyAb) and 

melanin inhibition on mammal cells  

In the present study the effects of compound 3 and 11 on the oxidation of L-DOPA by purified 

Ty from different sources (see details in the experimental part) were studied and compared to 

the value obtained from KA and HOPNO. We used the commercially available fungal source 

from Agaricus bisporus (TyAb); the bacterial from Streptomyces antibioticus (TySa) and 

recombinant human Ty from Homo sapiens (TyHs) produced in insect cells [36].  

Furthermore, the in vitro activity was confirmed by measuring the melanogenesis suppression 

ability of the compounds in melanoma cells, i.e. B16-F1 murine model. B16-F1 cells produce, 

accumulate and secrete melanin (avoiding penetration parameters) as demonstrated by a 
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strong coloration (brown to black) of the cell media over time that could be measured at 600 

nm (maximal OD after 72 h of culture, data not shown). Results are reported in Table 1 and in 

ESI.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 1: Effects of kojic acid, HOPNO and compounds 3 and 11: comparison of the kinetic 

inhibition constants (KI) obtained for tyrosinases from different sources: (TyAb); (TySa) and 

(TyHs) for competitive (C) and mixed (M) inhibition. For melanin inhibition on mammals 

B16-F1 cells, the IC50 value are reported.  

 

 
Murine B16-F1 

melanoma cells 
H. sapiens (TyHs) S. antibioticus (TySa) A. bisporus (TyAb) 

Inhibitors IC50 (µM) KI (µM) type 
KI 

(µM) 
type 

KI 

(µM) 
type 

Kojic Acid 108 ± 6 
KIC = 350 ± 10 

KIU = 730 ± 190 [36] 
M 109 ± 5 [36] C 102 [61] C 

HOPNO 19 ± 2 128 ± 2 C 7.7 ± 0.2 [43] C 1.8 [44] C 

HOPNO-MeOH (3) 61.25  7.5 ± 0.5 C 4.1 ± 0.5 C 1.2 ± 0.3 C 

HOPNO-AA (11) 10.03  6 ± 3 C 42 ± 3 C 1.2 ± 0.5 C 

 

Embedding HOPNO moiety in KA or amino acid (AA), generated the “hybrid” compounds 3 

and 11, which showed an improvement of the inhibition activity for most of the isolated 

tyrosinases (excepted 11 on bacterial tyrosinase) with values comparable to the best inhibitors 
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described in literature. The effect is particularly evident on human tyrosinase with 20-fold 

lower competitive inhibition constant. Interestingly, the mixed inhibition behavior observed 

for KA on the human Ty only, is not detected with HOPNO-MeOH, HOPNO or HOPNO-

AA, supported by the best chelating properties of HOPNO motif able to interact with 

dicopper centers [43,44].  

The racemic HOPNO-AA compound appears to be the most active on the B16-F1 mammal 

melanoma cells. We therefore decided to complete the preliminary investigations with studies 

of the inhibition by HOPNO modified amino acid including studies on the stereospecificity. 

Data from published works (from mammal [62–67], bacterial [68–71] or fungal [72–77] 

tyrosinases) indicate that different chiral substrates show various degree of stereoselectivity 

on the activities / inhibition of the enzymes, but conflicting results from literature make to 

date the trends unreliable.  

 

3.3 Enantiomers resolution of modified amino acid HOPNO-AA (11) 

To investigate the stereospecificity, the enantiomers of 11 were separated. As 11 is recovered 

as a pure raw product, we choose to perform a chiral separation on the protected amino acid 

10, precursor of 11, under the assumption that no racemization occurs during the final 

deprotection step (done in multiple runs). Details, chromatograms, chromatographic 

parameters and CD traces are given in the experimental part and in ESI. Chromatography of 

the isolated compound 10 on chiral HPLC column confirmed that 10 was a racemate (Fig. 

S3). The chromatograms of the collected enantiomers are on Fig. S4. The first eluted 

enantiomer showed a positive CD sign at 254 nm and was called (+)-10 and the second eluted 

fraction was negative and corresponds to the (-)-10 enantiomer.  

This separation is followed for each fraction by the deprotection in acidic medium according 

to the synthetic conditions described for the deprotection of racemic amino acid 11. The 
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resulting compounds are recovered as pure products. The 
1
H NMR and ESI spectra agree with 

the proposed formulae as well as the elemental analysis (see experimental section and ESI). 

Each was analyzed on a chiral analytical HPLC column (see ESI). The first eluted product (Rt 

= 6.12 mn, 
25

 = - 18 (MeOH, c = 0.18)) appears to be the (-)-11 enantiomer when the 

second eluted enantiomer (Rt = 16.79, 
25

 = + 27 (MeOH, c = 0.17) appears to be the (+)-

11 enantiomer. The optical rotation values (Table S3) are not measurable at 589 nm due to the 

low concentration (solubility in methanol is limited). 

3.4 Assignment of the absolute configuration of modified amino acid enantiomers 

Furthermore, crystals suitable for X-Ray analysis were obtained after slow evaporation of an 

aqueous solution of the first eluted enantiomer, allowing determination of the X-ray structure 

and the assignment of the absolute configuration as R to (-)-11 enantiomer (details in ESI). 

The latter appears to be in the N-hydroxy-6-pyridinone tautomeric form. 

 

Figure 2. Representation of the X-ray structure of R-(-)-11∙H2O (C8H11ClN2O4∙H2O), the first 

eluted compound analyzed on a chiral analytical HPLC column with 50% probability thermal 

ellipsoids and partial atom labeling scheme. The Cl
-
 anion and the water molecule are 

omitted.  
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3.5. Evaluations of modified amino acids (racemic and enantiomers) for melanin 

biosynthesis inhibition. 

Then to go further on the activity of presented modified amino acid (racemic and 

enantiomers), cellular assays on melanin biosynthesis suppression on human melanocytes 

cells (MNT-1, more accurate for human studies) were evaluated including studies on lysates 

and whole cells beside studies on isolated human tyrosinase. Table 2 reports the recorded 

values along those from on TyAb and TySa for comparison.  

 

Table 2: Effects of modified amino-acids ((+)-11, (-)-11 and racemic-11) with comparison of 

the kinetic inhibition constants (KI) obtained for isolated tyrosinases ((TyAb), (TySa) and 

(TyHs)) for competitive (C) inhibition. For melanin inhibition on MNT-1 lysates and whole 

cells, the IC50 value are reported   

 

 

Human MNT-1 

 H. sapiens (TyHs) 
S. antibioticus 

(TySa) 
A. bisporus (TyAb) 

Lysates Whole cells 

Inhibitors IC50 (µM) IC50 (µM) KI (µM) type 
KI 

(µM) 
type 

KI 

(µM) 
type 

HOPNO 1300 ± 100 [48] 200 128 ± 2[48] C 7.7 ± 0.2 [43] C 1.8 [44] C 

HOPNO-AA(±) 

(11) 
90 ± 9  400 6 ± 3 C 42 ± 3 C 1.2 ± 0.5 C 

HOPNO-AA(+) 

((+)-11) 
73.6 ± 0.8  400 8 ± 2 C 39 ± 2 C 12.5 ± 0.9 C 

HOPNO-AA(-) ((-

)-11) 
277 ± 37  400 76 ± 6 C 16 ± 4 C 12.8 ± 0.7 C 

 

Surprisingly, on TyAb the inhibitory capacity of the racemic mixture was more effective (ten 

times) than the respective isolated pure enantiomers (both showed very similar KI  12 µM) at 

an equivalent concentration. This behavior could be explained by additional binding on the 

active site on TyAb leading to decrease the dissociation constant of the compounds as 

reported in others systems [45].  
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The bacterial enzyme showed no clear preference for racemic mixture displaying an inhibition 

constant slightly higher than the (+)-11 whereas the best KI value (16 ± 8 µM) was observed 

for the (-)-11 with a value close to the one determined on TyAb (12.8 ± 0.7 µM). Conversely, 

with this last enantiomer, the human tyrosinase presented the worst inhibition whereas the 

(+)-enantiomer is the most efficient with value in the same range (KI  6 µM). The preference 

for (+)-11 exhibited by the human tyrosinase was not reproduced on the bacterial or 

mushroom tyrosinase. These results point out that the active center (first and second 

coordination sphere) can recognize and discriminate between racemic/enantiomeric 

substrates. The spatial orientation of the modified amino acids can affect the interactions 

within the binding pocket and consequently the inhibition properties. To confirm this 

hypothesis, theoretical studies were performed (see part 3.6). 

On the other hand, our data collected on human cells (lysates) showed that (+)-11 displays 

better activity compared to (-)-11 with a similar sequence of KI or IC50 values: (+)-11 

racemic-11  (-)-11 than the one on the isolated TyH. Contribution of hybrid HOPNO-AA 

compounds in TyH inhibition is significant as the HOPNO alone had a very low activity on 

lysates.  On the whole cells the IC50 value ( 400 µM for all HOPNO-AA species) indicated 

a limited capacity to control melanogenesis. These results suggest a low ability to cross MNT-

1 cell membranes for modified amino acids described in this work.  

 

3.6. Docking Studies 

 

Docking studies were undertaken to investigate the binding interactions of the two possible 

configurations of the modified amino-acid 11 with the met and the oxy forms of a human 

tyrosinase homology model (see experimental computational part). The R configuration was 

attributed to (-)-11 enantiomer thanks to the X-ray structure of (-)-11∙H2O 
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(C8H11ClN2O4∙H2O) (Fig. 2), and consequently the S configuration for the (+)-11 enantiomer. 

Since the value of the protonation constant corresponding to a free HOPNO is 6.07 [45], the 

HOPNO motif of the two enantiomers is taken deprotonated. With the docking procedure, 

different positions were generated and structures close in positional root-mean-deviation 

(RMSD) were clustered together and ranked in a histogram according to their binding free 

energy. The docked positions obtained for the two enantiomers in the met and oxy form of the 

human tyrosinase are displayed in Figure 3. In both cases (met or oxy forms), they correspond 

to the best position of the lowest energy cluster and similar positions were obtained for the 

two enantiomers.  

  

Figure 3. Left: Superposed docked positions obtained in the met form of a homology model of 

TyHs for the (+)-11 (pink, (scoring function -5.25 kcal/mol, population: 78%)) and for (-)-11 

(purple) (scoring function -5.01 kcal/mol, population: 34%). Right: Superposed docked 

positions obtained in the oxy form of a homology model of TyHs for (+)-11 (pink, (scoring 

function -4.96 kcal/mol, population: 63%)) and for (-)-11 (purple) (scoring function -4.85 

kcal/mol, population: 87%). 
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For the met form, both enantiomers of the deprotonated HOPNO motif interacted directly 

with the two copper atoms at a distance of 3.1 Ả for CuB and 3.5 Ả for CuA in (-)-11 and for 

(+)-11 3.1Ả with CuB and 3.0Ả with CuA. This motif also formed a hydrogen bond between 

the oxygen atom of its hydroxyl group and Ser380 and interacted with His367 through 

aromatic stacking. This aromatic stacking interaction has already been described in X-ray 

structures of Tyrp1 with some substrates of human tyrosinase [12]. Hydrogen bonds appear 

between the amine group of the amino acid and the Asn364 residue, and between its carbonyl 

group with the Lys306 residue. For the oxy form, probably due to repulsive interaction with 

the peroxo group, the deprotonated HOPNO motif has shifted and the interaction between the 

oxygen atom of the nitrosyl and the copper atom (CuB) was lost. The hydrogen bond with 

Asn364 was also lost (Fig.3).  

Even if same interactions were found between the two enantiomers and the human tyrosinase, 

for the met form the cluster is much more populated for (+)-11 compared to (-)-11. The 

cluster associated to (+)-11 contains 78 positions against 34 for to (-)-11. Moreover, the 

conformation adopted by the enantiomer in the active site is different, (-)-11 being more 

constrained than (+)-11. Geometry optimization of the two enantiomers in water gives a value 

of the C4C3C7C8 dihedral angle with the notation of carbon atoms of the Figure 2 equal to -

76° for (-)-11 and -72° for (+)-11. In the docked position, this angle is equal to 177° for (-)-11 

and -88° for (+)-11. Thus, the conformation of (+)-11 is less modified than those of (-)-11 in 

the active site. This difference could rationalize the high activity of (+)-11 compared to (-)-11 

in the human tyrosinase. For the oxy form, these differences of conformation are less 

pronounced (146° for (-)-11 and -103° for (+)-11) and cluster for (-)-11 is more populated, but 

the interactions are weaker. We can suppose that the difference of activity between the two 

enantiomers in the human tyrosinase is mostly due to their interactions with the met form.  

 

4. Conclusion 
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The critical observation of the HOPNO moiety, a good metal chelator, together with kojic 

acid or human natural substrate (tyrosine) led us to propose new scaffolds which we hypotize 

could better target the Ty metal active site leading to a more selective and potent inhibitors. 

For comparison, inhibition ability has been tested on isolated tyrosinases from different 

sources (fungal, bacterial and human). All enzymes were found to produce the same quinone 

from the L-Dopa substrate, share a similar dinuclear active site but showed different features 

in terms of inhibition efficiency. On the other side, the poorly conserved second sphere of 

coordination between Tys of different origins has been already pointed as source of 

divergences for various inhibitors [36,40,77–80] in relation to variable binding pocket 

topologies and accessibility of the active site as illustrated in ESI (Fig. S27). 

On human tyrosinase, the HOPNO-MeOH (3) and the racemic HOPNO-AA compound (11) 

have more potent inhibitory activities than the parent HOPNO moiety and display strictly 

competitive inhibition constant. Furthermore, 11 appears to be the most active on the B16-F1 

mammal melanoma cells. The investigations were completed by stereospecificity analysis. 

The resolution of the racemic mixture of the protected modified amino acid 10 was performed 

by chiral HPLC allowing for the isolation of each enantiomer with good enantiopurity. The 

subsequent deprotection step allowed to obtain both HOPNO-AA enantiomers. The absolute 

configuration was established by X-Ray crystallographic analysis for enantiomer R(-)-11 The 

three isolated tyrosinases tested in this work (fungal, bacterial and human) revealed 

completely different enantioselectivity for HOPNO-AA compounds. On human isolated 

tyrosinase enzyme and melanoma MNT-1 cells lysates, the best results in inhibition were 

performed by enantiomer S-(+)-11. The docking procedure on a TyH homology model (met 

and oxy forms) give similar positions for both and highlight interactions as π-π stacking with 

His367 and a hydrogen bond with Ser380 for the HOPNO motif. Conformations of the 

docked position for the two enantiomers in the met form were proposed to explain their 
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difference of activity, and more precisely the position of the amino acid group related to the 

HOPNO plane, measured with the C4C3C7C8 dihedral angle (Fig. 2).  

In summary the integration of low molecular-weight chelating compound targeting the 

copper-center in tyrosinase in known inhibitor or substrate (this work) appears to be an 

important strategy for a rational design of new inhibitors displaying an improved selectivity. 

HOPNO-based compounds have already demonstrated very good ability to act in cell-based 

and physiological contexts.  
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